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1. What is Social Psychology.
2. What is Social loafing, Social Facilitation and Social impairment.
3. Define Self Concept?
4. What is Cork tail party effect in Social Psychology.
5. Highlight an experiment to explain social concept in human beings.
6. What do you understand by the term looking glass mirror.
7. Carefully differentiate between the – individuation and uninvolved by standers.
8. What is Altruism?
9. What is By-Stander Apathy
10. What principles underlie social identity theory?
11. Discuss the relationship between attitude and behaviour?
12. What is Cognitive dissonance?
13. What principles underlie social identity theory?
14. Explain factors that are responsible for individual’s conformity to groups.
15. What is Racism?
16. What is the relationship between love and Attraction in Social Psychology.
17. Compare and contract Altruism and Ethnocentrism.
18. What is Psychological methods of investigation.
19. Discuss any Four (4) methods of Social Psychological investigation.
20. What are the relationship between prejudice and stereotypes: how are prejudice and stereotypes related? Highlight the main features of each.